Abstract-Three-phase inverter-based multibus ac power systems could suffer from the harmonic instability issue. The existing impedance-based stability analysis method using the Nyquist stability criterion once requires the calculation of right-half-plane (RHP) poles of impedance ratios, which would result in a heavy computation burden for complicated systems. In order to analyze the harmonic stability of multibus ac systems consisting of both voltage-controlled and current-controlled inverters without the need for RHP pole calculation, this paper proposes two sequenceimpedance-based harmonic stability analysis methods. Based on the summary of all major connection types including mesh, the proposed Method 1 can analyze the harmonic stability of multibus ac systems by adding the components one by one from nodes in the lowest level to areas in the highest system level, and accordingly, applying the stability criteria multiple times in succession. The proposed Method 2 is a generalized extension of the impedancesum-type criterion to be used for the harmonic stability analysis of any multibus ac systems based on Cauchy's theorem. The inverter controller parameters can be designed in the forms of stability regions in the parameter space, by repetitively applying the proposed harmonic stability analysis methods. Experimental results of inverter-based multibus ac systems validate the effectiveness of the proposed harmonic stability analysis methods and parameter design approach.
I. INTRODUCTION

P
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TPEL.2016.2637883 [3] , electric aircrafts [4] , and modern electric ships [5] . These power electronics converters-based three-phase ac systems may suffer from small-signal instability issues due to the dynamic interactions among the converters and passive components in the systems [6] - [8] . The small-signal instability issues can be divided into two categories in different frequency ranges [9] : 1) unstable harmonic resonances, which result from the interactions among the fast inner current or voltage control loops, converter output filters, and network passive components [9] , [10] ; and 2) low-frequency oscillations, which arise from the interactions among the slow outer power control loops and grid synchronization loops [11] - [13] . It is crucial for system integrators to analyze the system stability and design the converter controller parameters during system planning and maintenance periods to guarantee stable system operation [13] , [14] . The focus of this paper is on the harmonic instability issues instead of the low-frequency oscillation problems.
There are several approaches to analyze the small-signal stability of three-phase multibus ac systems consisting of multiple three-phase inverters. Compared with the approaches using the state-space model [15] , [16] or the closed-loop transfer function matrix model [17] of the whole system, the impedance-based approach, based on the ratio of the impedances of two subsystems at the interface, has the potential advantage to clearly interpret the impact of individual components or subsystems on the system stability [9] . There are generally two kinds of impedance models for three-phase balanced ac systems [18] - [20] , that is, the dq impedance matrix model in the synchronous dq frame [21] and the harmonic-linearization-based sequence impedance model [22] . The dq impedance models can be used to assess both the harmonic instability and low-frequency oscillation problems by using the generalized Nyquist stability criterion (GNC) [23] - [26] , but the manipulation of dq impedance matrices is complicated. As reported in [27] and [28] , the positive-sequence and negative-sequence impedances of inverters are decoupled, if 1) only inner current or voltage loops with symmetric structures and equal parameters in d-and q-axis are considered, and 2) no phase-locked loop (PLL) is adopted or the PLL has negligible impact due to a sufficiently low bandwidth. Under these conditions of decoupling, the sequence impedance models have been proven to be effective in analyzing the harmonic 0885-8993 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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stability based on the Nyquist stability criterion [9] , [10] , [22] , [29] . Considering that the scalar computation of decoupled positive-sequence and negative-sequence impedances under above conditions is simple, this paper focuses on sequence impedances and the Nyquist stability criterion for harmonic stability analysis of three-phase multibus ac systems. When using the Nyquist stability criterion or GNC, not only the encirclement of the Nyquist plot around (−1, j0) should be examined, but also the right-half-plane (RHP) poles of the impedance ratio or return ratio matrix should be checked [23] , [30] . For converter-based ac systems that could be divided into a stable source subsystem and a stable load subsystem, the ratio of two subsystems' impedances does not have RHP poles, and, thus, the pole examination is avoided in the stability analysis. This applies to the systems with simple structures, such as grids with a single inverter [19] , [22] or directly paralleled multiple inverters [10] , [13] , [31] , and source-load systems with one common ac bus [14] , [25] , [26] , [32] . However, for complicated inverter-based ac systems with multiple buses, such as meshed power systems [9] and microgrids [11] , normally they could not be easily divided into two stable subsystems during the system planning stage, and, therefore, it is necessary to exam the RHP poles of the impedance ratio when using the Nyquist stability criterion or GNC for stability analysis, which requires detailed transfer function models of components and would result in a heavy computation burden for complicated systems.
A number of research efforts have been made to avoid the pole calculation of the impedance ratio and facilitate the impedancebased stability analysis of inverter-based multibus systems. The harmonic stability of a three-phase meshed power system made up of multiple voltage-controlled and current-controlled inverters was evaluated in [9] , by analyzing the Nyquist plot of the impedance ratio at each point of connection (PoC) of component. However, the stability analysis at different PoCs of components could reveal conflictive results [31] . A conservative regional impedance-based stability analysis method was proposed in [33] for a radial distribution network with multiple currentcontrolled inverters, by analyzing the stability step by step from the simplest entity to the entire network. Nevertheless, systems with voltage-controlled inverters or meshed connections are not considered in [33] . Some other stability criteria were also reported, such as the impedance-sum-type criterion [34] and the Nyquist criterion for multiloop system [35] . However, these methods are only applicable to paralleled source-source converter systems with only voltage-controlled converters or only current-controlled converters instead of the mix of both types.
As for converter controller design for system stability, one way is to shape the converter impedance by emulating virtual impedance [36] , [37] or inserting filters into control loops [38] , [39] , which relies on the knowledge of system impedances or resonance frequency information. Another way is to make the converter impedance passive based on frequency-domain passivity theory, by adjusting controller parameters or adding special controllers [18] , [40] - [42] , but the passivity-based design requires a tradeoff between dynamic performance and passivity. A third way is to select proper controller parameters based on the system stability analysis [25] , [43] . Proper controller parameter ranges can be determined to meet the specified stability margin requirements [43] , [44] , or they can be presented as stability regions and boundaries in the parameter space [12] , [45] . For simple source-load systems, given the load-side impedance, it is relatively easy to design the controller parameters of the source side by adjusting its impedance to meet the impedance-based stability criteria, or vice versa [25] , [43] . However, for inverter-based multibus ac systems, it is not easy to design the controller parameters of each inverter individually due to the interconnection of all inverters.
The objective of this paper is to analyze the small-signal harmonic stability and design the inverter controller parameters for three-phase multibus ac systems consisting of both voltagecontrolled and current-controlled inverters. Two harmonic stability analysis methods based on inverter sequence impedances in positive-and negative-sequence domains are proposed to avoid the examination of the RHP poles of the impedance ratios and reduce the computation burden as compared to the existing analysis method using the Nyquist stability criterion once. In addition, the proposed methods enable the system stability assessment using only the measured terminal impedance characteristics instead of internal control details of system components. The controller parameters are further designed to guarantee system stability, by repetitively applying the proposed stability analysis methods in the whole possible parameter ranges to obtain the stable regions in the parameter space. Experimental results of two inverter-based multibus ac systems, namely a two-area system and a meshed system, composed of both voltage-controlled and current-controlled inverters demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
II. SEQUENCE IMPEDANCE MODELING OF THREE-PHASE INVERTERS
The block diagram of the three-phase inverter with an output L filter is shown in Fig. 1 , where i t is the inverter output current, v M is the inverter output voltage, and v t is the inverter terminal voltage. For the analysis of harmonic stability problems, the dc-link voltage v dc can be assumed as constant, because it is regulated by a front-end converter or the bandwidth of the v dc control is lower than the system fundamental frequency [9] . This paper only focuses on the harmonic instability issues instead of the low-frequency oscillation problems. Therefore, only the inner voltage and current-control loops with symmetric structures and equal parameters in d-and q-axis are considered here for harmonic stability analysis, and the outer power control loops and droop control loops are not modeled, and, thus, the low-frequency power oscillations are disregarded. In addition, a basic PLL is usually used to obtain the angle θ 1 and frequency ω 1 information of the inverter terminal voltage v t . When the PLL bandwidth is small (such as 10 Hz used in this paper), the PLL has a negligible impact in the frequency range above 100 Hz. Therefore, for the sake of harmonic stability analysis, the PLL is not considered in the following models, and the positive-and negative-sequence impedances or admittances of inverters can be regarded as decoupled [27] , [28] .
A. Sequence Admittances of Current-Controlled Inverters
The block diagram of the current-control loop in the sequence domain can be depicted in Fig. 2 
The transfer functions of the control gains inside the "inverter controller" block in 
G c = G c (s + jω 1 ),
The open-loop gain T c and the closed-loop gain G clc of the current-control loop as well as the closed-loop output admittance Y oc of the inverter, as defined in (6), can be derived from the block diagram shown in Fig. 2 in both the positive-and negativesequence domains. The Norton equivalent circuit of a currentcontrolled inverter is depicted in Fig. 3 (a)
For an inverter with parameters shown in Tables I and II and output current I td = −15 A, I tq = 0 A, Fig. 4 shows the Bode plots of the positive-sequence admittance Y oc p (s) and negative-sequence admittance Y oc n (s). The difference between the analytical results and experimental measurement results in the frequency range below 100 Hz is mainly due to the neglect of the PLL in the analytical models [46] . In addition, it can be observed that Y oc p (s) and Y oc n (s) are different in the frequency range below 1000 Hz, which is caused by the different transfer Fig. 4 . Positive-and negative-sequence admittances of an inverter with PI current control in the dq frame. functions of control gains in the positive-and negative-sequence domains as expressed in (4) and (5), respectively.
B. Sequence Impedances of Voltage-Controlled Inverters
For voltage-controlled three-phase inverters with a PI voltage controller and the current-feedforward control in the synchronous dq frame [47] , the block diagram of the voltage control loop in the sequence domain can be illustrated in Fig. 5 . The output L filter can be modeled by a voltage gain G V o and an impedance Z o represented by (7) . The transfer functions of the control gains inside the "inverter controller" block in the dq frame are explained as follows. G v (s) is the PI voltage controller (8) in the dq frame, while the corresponding transfer functions are expressed in (9) in the positive-sequence domain and expressed in (10) in the negative-sequence domain
The open-loop gain T v and the closed-loop gain G clv of the voltage-control loop as well as the closed-loop output impedance Z ov of the inverter can be derived as (11) in both the positive-and negative-sequence domains. The Thevenin equivalent circuit of a voltage-controlled inverter is shown in Fig. 3 Tables  I and III and output Fig. 6 shows the analytical results and simulation measurement results of the positive-sequence impedance Z ov p (s) and negativesequence impedance Z ov n (s). The difference between Z ov p (s) and Z ov n (s) in the frequency range below 1000 Hz is mainly due to the different transfer functions of control gains in the positive-and negative-sequence domains as expressed in (9) and (10), respectively 2) With LCL Filters: Due to the actual experimental setup, only the L filters are considered in this paper. Other high-order filters with small volumes, such as LCL filters, are also commonly used in practice. The output sequence impedance models of inverters with LCL filters are different from the models presented here, but they were studied in the existing literature [9] , [48] . In addition, the focus of this paper is on the system-level harmonic stability analysis, the analysis and parameter design methods developed in this paper are applicable to the systems consisting of inverters with LCL filters. Fig. 9 depicts the one-line diagram of a two-area system [15] , which is a typical system used for power-system related research. Fig. 10 illustrates a one-line diagram of an inverterbased multibus ac system for scaled-down emulation of the two-area system, where four generators G1-G4 are replaced by four voltage-controlled inverters [47] and two loads L7 and L9 are replaced by two current-controlled inverters [49] . The dclink voltages of all inverters are regulated as constant by frontend dc power supplies. The parameters of the inverters are the same, which are shown in Table I . The main circuit parameters 
(b). For an inverter with parameters listed in
voltage V td = 50 V, V tq = 0 V,⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩ T v = G v G d G V o G sv G f v , G clv = V t V * t = G v G d G V o 1 + T v Z ov = − V t I t = Z o − G sc G d G V o (G v dec + G f c G f f c ) 1 + T v .(11)
III. SMALL-SIGNAL HARMONIC STABILITY ANALYSIS
A. System Description
10.7 mH, 0.65 and operating points of the system are given in Tables IV  and V . Only the inner voltage and current-control loops of these inverters are considered for harmonic stability analysis in this paper, while the low-bandwidth outer generator emulation and load emulation control loops [47] , [49] are neglected.
B. Existing Stability Analysis Method: Using Nyquist Stability Criterion Once
The impedance-based equivalent circuit of the studied inverter-based multibus ac system in the sequence domain is shown in Fig. 11 . The multibus system can be divided into two subsystems at any bus, where the rank of the controllability and observability matrices is full [23] , such as Bus 1 or Bus 7, for harmonic stability analysis. For example, assume the system is divided at Bus 7. The total sequence admittances Y B 7L of the left-side subsystem and Y B 7R of the right-side subsystem can be obtained by forcing the voltage sources and current sources to zero. The expressions of Y B 7L and Y B 7R are shown in (12) and (13) . The impedance ratio T m B 7 (also called the minor loop gain) and the closed minor loop gain T clm B 7 of the impedance ratio at Bus 7 are expressed in (14) . The impedance Z lk of each line is expressed in (15) with the line inductance L lk and Fig. 11 . Impedance-based equivalent circuit of the studied system in the sequence domain. resistance R lk
Then, the system stability can be assessed by applying the Nyquist stability criterion to the impedance ratio, which can be described as
(16) where P() and Z() denote the numbers of RHP poles and zeros respectively, N (−1, j0) () is the number of times that the Nyquist trajectory encircles the critical point (−1, j0) in an anticlockwise direction. The system is stable if and only if Z(1 + T m B 7 ) is zero. According to the Nyquist stability criterion, not only the Nyquist diagram but also the RHP poles of the impedance ratio should be examined to evaluate the system stability. Furthermore, the total system is stable only if both the positive-sequence impedance ratio T m B 7 p (s) and the negativesequence impedance ratio T m B 7 n (s) meet the Nyquist stability criterion. It should be noted that the system stability can also be assessed by the RHP poles of the closed-loop gain T clm B 7 in both the positive-sequence domain T clm B 7 p (s) and the negative-sequence domain T clm B 7 n (s).
The voltage feedforward control has a potential destabilizing effect on the inverter stability [40] , [44] , [50] . The cutoff frequency parameter ω f f v of the voltage feedforward gain G f f v of all the current-controlled inverters is selected as an example to investigate its impact on the system stability. Two cases are investigated. Case 1: ω f f v = 200 × 2π rad/s; Case 2: Fig. 14 shows the pole-zero maps of T m B 7 p (s) and T m B 7 n (s), respectively. There is zero encirclement of the point (−1, j0) in both cases, but there are two RHP poles in Case 2. Therefore, the system is stable in Case 1, but unstable in Case 2. The same stability results can be obtained from the pole-zero maps of T clm B 7 p (s) and T clm B 7 n (s), as shown in Fig. 15 .
As shown above, the existing impedance-based Nyquist stability criterion is a necessary and sufficient condition, but it requires the examination of the RHP poles of the impedance ratio, which may need large computation effort for complicated systems or even cannot be obtained when detailed models of 
Z-type
meets the impedance-sum-type criterion [34] .
(see Fig. 17 inverters are not available. The latter may cause trouble to system integrators for system stability assessment [13] .
C. Proposed Stability Analysis Method 1: Using Stability Criteria Multiple Times in Succession
Clearly, it is desirable to avoid the examination of the RHP poles of the impedance ratios, for inverter-based multibus ac systems with both voltage-controlled and current-controlled inverters. The first proposed method is to add the system components one by one from nodes in the lowest level to areas in the highest system level, and accordingly, apply the stability criteria multiple times in succession, and the system is stable if all the stability check results indicate stability.
The terminal characteristics of system components can be classified into two types: impedance (Z) type and admittance (Y) type [34] , [51] , [52] . Passive components can be considered as Z-type in series connections and Y-type in parallel or meshed connections. The terminal characteristics of current-controlled inverters and voltage-controlled inverters can be regarded as Y-type and Z-type without RHP poles, respectively, when the current and voltage control loops are designed as stable.
Except mesh-type connections, the majority of the connections among these passive and active components in inverterbased ac systems can be categorized into the following groups. Type 1: Y+Y parallel-type connection [10] , [13] , [31] , [33] . Type 2: Y+Z series-type connection [19] , [22] , [33] . Type 3: Z+Z series-type connection [35] . Type 4: Z+Z parallel-type connection [34] , [35] . Type 5: Z+Y parallel-type connection [14] , [25] , [26] , [32] . The stability criteria and total equivalent terminal characteristics of all the connection types are summarized in Table VI .
Type 4 connection needs to meet the impedance-sum-type criterion [34] based on Cauchy's theorem (or the principle of argument) [53] , as shown in (17) (18) is equivalent to the application of Nyquist stability criterion on T m , which means that the RHP poles of the impedance ratio T m still need to be checked. However, the application of Cauchy's theorem on (19) avoids the RHP pole calculation because P (Z ov 1 + Z sy sv 1 ) is 0
The harmonic stability of meshed-type connections can be analyzed by using the proposed Method 2 which will be described in Section III-D to avoid the RHP pole calculation of impedance ratios and one example will be given in Section III-E.
Based on the aforementioned summary of all the connection types, the analysis procedure of the proposed Method 1 can be illustrated in Fig. 18 . The analysis is conducted from the lowest level (Level 1) to the highest level (system level). The sequence of adding components on each level is from the farthest terminal to the connection point with the higher level, and the harmonic stability of system-level meshed interconnections can be analyzed by the proposed Method 2 that will be presented in Section III-D. It should be mentioned that the subsystem assembled in the previous step should be stable before adding the next component. Therefore, the proposed Method 1 is conservative. There is a possibility that the addition of the next component can stabilize an unstable subsystem assembled in the previous step. However, such case can be avoided by the proposed Method 1.
The two-area system under study can be partitioned and reassembled in five steps, and correspondingly, the system harmonic stability can be assessed by five successive stability checks, as illustrated in Fig. 19 . For conciseness, only the stability analysis results in the positive-sequence domain are presented here. Fig. 20 shows the Bode plot and Nyquist diagram of the denominator D clm C 1 p (s) of the closed minor loop gain T clm C 1 p (s) as expressed in (20) for Check #1 at Bus 6 in both Case 1 and Case 2. It can be observed that as the frequency ω goes to the infinity, the magnitude of D clm C 1 p (s) goes to the infinity while the phase angle remains around 90°. That is because the order of the numerator D as defined in (21) is one order higher than that of the denominator D Den clm C 1 p (s). For sequence admittances Y oci p (s) (i = 7, 9) of current-controlled inverters, the order difference between the numerator and the denominator is −1, as seen from the −90°p hase in the high-frequency range in Fig. 4 . Similarly, the order difference is 1 for sequence impedance Z ov j p (s) (j = 1 − 4) of voltage-controlled inverters, as observed in Fig. 6 , and the order difference is 1 for the inductive line impedance Z lk p (s)
When drawing the Nyquist plot, the Nyquist trajectory segment corresponding to the infinite semicircle in clockwise direction of the Nyquist contour Γ s in the s-plane ([s]), as shown in Fig. 21 , should also be considered. When the numerator order is higher than the denominator order, such Nyquist trajectory segment is also an infinite semicircle in clockwise direction in the Nyquist complex plane, as illustrated in Fig. 20(b) and also presented as dash lines with phase angle changes of −90°b etween ω = 10 4 ×2π rad/s and ω = +∞ in the Bode plot in Fig. 20(a) to assist the explanation. By examining the positive frequency range of the Bode plot, 180°increase in the phase angle means encircling the (0, j0) point once in anticlockwise direction, while 180°decrease in the phase angle means encircling the (0, j0) point once in clockwise direction. According to the Bode plot of D clm C 1 p (s) in Fig. 20(a) , N (0, j0) (D clm C 1 p (s)) = 0, and, thus, Z(D clm C 1 p (s)) = 0 based on Cauchy's theorem. Therefore, the connection at Bus 6 for Check #1 is stable in both Case 1 and Case 2 in the positivesequence domain. (−1, j0) but the trajectory in Case 2 encircles the point (−1, j0) twice in the clockwise direction. Therefore, the connection at Bus 7 for Check #2 is stable in Case 1 but unstable in Case 2 in the positive-sequence domain. According to the Nyquist trajectories, the gain margin is 5.9 dB and phase margin is 9.2°in Case 1, while the gain margin is −11.9 dB and phase margin is −11.6°in Case 2. Similar to Area 1, the Area 2 subsystem is stable in Case 1 but unstable in Case 2. Bode plot of the denominator D clm C 5 p (s) of the closed minor loop gain T clm C 5 p (s) for Check #5 at Bus 7 has zero encirclement around the point (0, j0) in both cases, as shown in Fig. 23 . Therefore, the total two-area system is stable in Case 1 but unstable in Case 2.
The calculation of the RHP poles of impedance ratios is avoided in the proposed Method 1, which reduces the computation burden as compared to the existing method using the Nyquist criterion once. However, the proposed Method 1 is conservative, due to the requirement that the subsystem for every stability check should be stable, and the multistep process could be tedious for complicated systems.
The novelty of the proposed Method 1 is summarized as follows, as compared with the regional impedance-based stability analysis method presented in [33] . 1) Although the stability analysis of the major connection types have been discussed individually in the existing literature, the proposed Method 1 systematically summarizes the stability criteria and total equivalent terminal characteristics of major connection types in the aspect of interconnection among components and subsystems, in order to facilitate the system-level harmonic stability analysis in a sequential manner. In addition, the stability criterion of meshed-type connections without the need for RHP pole calculation is proposed. 2) A sequential procedure of applying the existing criteria for major connection types and the proposed criterion for meshed connections to the harmonic stability analysis of general inverter-based multiarea ac systems is proposed to avoid the RHP pole calculation. 3) While Yoon et al. [33] only considered the radial distributed power systems consisting of only passive components and current-controlled inverters, the proposed Method 1 considers a general ac system composed of both current-controlled and voltage-controlled inverters. 4) The regional analysis method in [33] only dealt with Type 1 and Type 2 connections, while the proposed Method 1 is applicable to any ac system structures made up of all the major connection types and meshed connections.
D. Proposed Stability Analysis Method 2: Using Proposed Stability Criterion Based on Cauchy's Theorem Once
The impedance-sum-type criterion proposed in [34] is based on Cauchy's theorem and it can avoid the RHP pole calculation of impedance ratios. However, it is only applicable to systems with Type 4 (Z+Z parallel type) connection. Liu et al. [34] further considered applying Cauchy's theorem to the stability analysis of single-bus systems, in which both voltage-controlled and current-controlled converters are directly connected to the common bus in parallel [54] , [55] . However, the derived two-step stability criterion is not an extension of the impedance-sumtype criterion. In addition, the application of Cauchy's theorem to a multibus general ac system with both voltage-controlled and current-controlled inverters and complicated connections including mesh has not been reported in the existing literature yet, and the underlying principle of the impedance-based stability analysis using Cauchy's theorem has not been clearly described yet. This paper fills in the gap by clearly identifying the underlying principle and generally extending the impedancesum-type criterion for the harmonic stability analysis of any inverter-based multibus ac systems.
An impedance-based stability criterion is proposed here to assess the harmonic stability of inverter-based multibus ac systems without the need for the RHP pole calculation of the impedance ratios, and it only needs one stability examination and the consequent stability condition is necessary and sufficient. The closed minor loop gain T clm B 7 can be rearranged to the form in
where the numerator N clm B 7 and the denominator D clm B 7 in the modified form are functions of the impedances or admittances of all individual components, including the admittances of current-controlled inverters Y oci (i = 7, 9), the impedances of voltage-controlled inverters Z ov j (j = 1 − 4), and the line impedances Z lk . More importantly, these functions only involve multiplication and addition operations. The underlying principle of the impedance-based stability analysis using Cauchy's theorem is explained as follows. Because each inverter is designed to operate stably alone, Y oci and Z ov j are all stable without RHP poles. The line impedances Z lk are passive, and, thus, stable without RHP poles. Since the multiplication and addition operations do not introduce additional RHP poles, both N clm B 7 and D clm B 7 have zero RHP poles. Therefore, the system stability is determined by the RHP zeros of D clm B 7 , which can be estimated by (23) based on Cauchy's theorem. The system is stable if and only if N (0,j 0) (D clm B 7 ) is zero. By using the modified form of T clm B 7 for stability analysis, the RHP pole calculation is avoided
The previous two cases are analyzed again using the proposed stability criterion. Fig. 24(b) , N (0, j0) (D clm B 7 n (s)) = 0, and, thus, Z(D clm B 7 n (s)) = 0 in both Case 1 and Case 2. Therefore, the multibus ac system under study is stable in Case 1, while it is unstable in Case 2 and the instability occurs in the positive-sequence system. In summary, the proposed stability criterion based on Cauchy's theorem can be described as follows.
Step The above steps should be executed in both the positivesequence domain and the negative-sequence domain. The proposed stability criterion is a necessary and sufficient condition and the RHP poles calculation is avoided, which reduces the computation effort and enables the stability assessment when the component impedances can only be measured. It is worth noting that the reformation in Step 3 can be done in MATLAB using the "collect" command for symbolic expressions.
The novelty of the proposed Method 2 is summarized as follows.
1) The underlying principle of the impedance-based stability analysis using Cauchy's theorem is clearly identified. Reformed closed minor loop gains with only multiplication and addition operations can avoid the RHP pole calculation. 2) While the existing impedance-sum-type criterion is only applicable to single-bus systems with Type 4 (Z+Z parallel type) connection, the proposed Method 2 generally extends the application of Cauchy's theorem to the harmonic stability analysis of any multibus ac systems with any structures including all the major connection types and meshed connections.
3) The approach of using Bode plots in the positive frequency range instead of Nyquist diagrams to determine the encirclement of the origin point (0, j0) is demonstrated. Specifically, it is emphasized that it is necessary to check the order difference between the numerator and denominator of a transfer function, in order to determine the phase angle change corresponding to the infinite semicircle segments of Nyquist trajectories, when drawing the Bode plots.
E. Application of the Proposed Method 2 to Meshed Systems
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed Method 2 in the harmonic stability analysis of meshed systems, one three-bus meshed system is configured with two voltagecontrolled inverters G1 and G3 and one current-controlled inverter L2 connected to Bus 1, Bus 3, and Bus 2, respectively, as shown in Fig. 25(a) . The inverter parameters are the same as those listed in Tables I-III, except Table IV . The operating point of the meshed system is the same as that listed in Table V. The application of the proposed Method 2 is described as follows. For conciseness, only the harmonic stability analysis in the positive-sequence domain is presented.
Step 1: The sequence impedances Z ov 1 and Z ov 3 of G1 and G3 and the sequence admittance Y oc2 of L2 are described in Section II. The sequence impedances of lines are presented in Section III-B.
Step 2: The meshed system is divided into two subsystems with impedances Z ov 1 and Z lv 1 , respectively, at Bus 1.
The impedance ratio T m B 1 and the closed minor loop gain T clm B 1 at Bus 1 are expressed in (24) and (25), which can be derived based on the method developed in [9] :
By replacing the Thevenin models of G1 and G3 with their equivalent Norton models, the system impedance-based circuit is depicted in Fig. 25(b) with some variables defined as
Based on the system nodal admittance matrix Y nc , T clm B 1 can be obtained as (28) , where Y nom is expressed in (29) . Then, T m B 1 can be derived by substituting (28) into (24):
As illustrated in Fig. 26 , although the Nyquist plot of the positive-sequence impedance ratio T m B 1 p (s) has zero encirclement of the critical point (−1, j0) in both cases, one RHP pole exists in Case 12. It should be noted that another conjugate RHP pole exists in the negative-sequence domain in Case 12. Therefore, the meshed system is stable in Case 11 but unstable in Case 12. According to the pole-zero maps of the positive-sequence closed minor loop gain T clm B 1 p (s), as shown in Fig. 27 , the unstable frequency of the system RHP pole in Case 12 is 443 Hz in the positive-sequence domain.
Step 3: After substituting (26) into (28) (31) and (32):
Step 4: There is one more Y-type variable than Z-type variables in each summation term in D clm B 1 . Therefore, the order difference between the numerator and the denominator of 11 but −2 in Case 12, and the meshed system is stable in Case 11 but unstable in Case 12 with two RHP poles.
The aforementioned analysis shows that the proposed Method 2 can correctly analyze the harmonic stability of meshed systems without the need for the RHP pole calculation of the impedance ratios. The experimental verification will be presented in Section V-D.
F. Comparison of Harmonic Stability Analysis Methods
The aforementioned three methods for harmonic stability analysis of inverter-based multibus ac systems have been compared regarding 1) necessity and sufficiency, 2) requirement on impedance model details, 3) RHP pole calculation of the impedance ratio, 4) number of stability checks, 5) computation time, and 6) stability margins (gain margin and phase margin), as shown in Table VII . As compared with the existing method, the proposed Method 1 and Method 2 not only have less strict requirements on the impedance models, which enables the stability assessment using measured impedances, but also take significantly less computation time by avoiding formulating the transfer function of the impedance ratio and calculating the RHP poles of the impedance ratio.
IV. CONTROLLER PARAMETER DESIGN OF INVERTERS
A. Controller Parameter Design Process
For inverter-based multibus ac systems with multiple voltage-controlled and current-controlled inverters, it is not easy to design the controller parameters of each inverter individually because the system stability is determined by the interconnection of all inverters.
Before interconnecting all inverters to construct the system, each individual inverter should be designed to be stable internally (with ideal external conditions), and the parameter range for internal stability of each inverter can be obtained. The aforementioned harmonic stability analysis methods can be repetitively applied for all the parameter sets within the parameters ranges with internal stability, in order to obtain the stable regions, unstable regions, and stability boundaries in the parameter space for the multibus system stability or external Frequency response data of impedances, which can be generated by the transfer function models or measured without the need for internal control details.
Frequency response data of impedances, which can be generated by the transfer function models or measured without the need for internal control details.
RHP pole calculation of the impedance ratio
Required
Avoided Avoided Cannot tell the stability margins. * : Frequency response data: 10 000 logarithmically equally spaced points between 10 −2 and 10 5 Hz. Computation time listed is an average value for computation of the two-area system using MATLAB and a second-generation Intel Core i7 quad-core CPU.
Number of stability checks
interconnection stability of all inverters. Considering that the existing method is time consuming, the proposed Method 1 and Method 2 can be used for this iteration-type design process. It is worth noting that although the proposed Method 2 cannot tell the traditional gain or phase margins, the achieved stability boundary in the parameter space can still tell the stability margin from a different aspect, that is, the distance from the stability boundary.
For simplicity, it is assumed that all voltage-controlled inverters have same controller parameters and all currentcontrolled inverters have same controller parameters in the two-area system, and the cutoff frequency 
According to the Bode plots of the stable open-loop gains of the current-controlled inverters T c p (s) and the voltagecontrolled inverters T v p (s) in the positive-sequence domain, as shown in Fig. 29 , the value of ω c is confined in the range of [100 × 2π, 1000 × 2π rad/s] for internal stability of currentcontrolled inverters, and the value of ω v is confined in the range of [50 × 2π, 500 × 2π rad/s] for internal stability of voltagecontrolled inverters. Since ω f f v only changes the sequence admittances but does not change the current-loop stability of current-controlled inverters, the value of ω f f v is confined in the range of [100 × 2π, 1000 × 2π rad/s].
B. Design Results of the Two-Area System
The design results of the parameter pair (ω f f v and ω c ) are presented in the 2-D maps in Figs. 30 and 31 with ω v equal to 170 × 2π rad/s. The design results of the parameter pair (ω v and ω c ) are shown in Fig. 32(a) with ω f f v equal to 100 × 2π rad/s and Fig. 32(b) with ω f f v equal to 200 × 2π rad/s. Since the system in the negative-sequence domain in the selected parameter space happens to be always stable, only the design results for the system in the positive-sequence domain are presented here. Fig. 31 shows that the stability region generated using Method 1 (limited by Check #2) is relatively smaller than that generated using Method 2, which exhibits the conservativeness of Method 1. In addition, some general design rules for the studied two-area system can be derived. 1) The cutoff frequency ω f f v of the voltage feedforward control cannot be very large. Larger ω f f v makes the system more prone to instability. 2) The cutoff frequency ω f f v of the voltage feedforward control should be smaller than the current-loop bandwidth ω c . 3) The stability is mainly affected by the parameter ω f f v instead of ω v .
The stability boundaries obtained from the simulation results using MATLAB/Simulink are also shown in Fig. 30 . The small but acceptable discrepancy between the analysis results and the simulation results near the stability boundaries is due to the limitation of the model accuracy described in Section II.
V. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
A. Experimental Setup
The experimental platform for scaled-down emulation of the two-area system using three-phase inverters and inductors has been set up, as shown in Fig. 33 . The three-phase inverter as the emulator consists of the 75-kW power stage from Vacon company and a customized interface board with TMS320F28335 DSP of Texas Instruments. In the following experiments, the inverters run under a condition with power lower than manufacture power rating. The parameters of the inverters and inductors as well as the system operating points are the same as those listed in Tables I, IV , and V.
B. Design Verification of the Parameter Pair (ω f f v and ω c )
In order to verify the design results of the parameter pair (ω f f v and ω c ) presented in the parameter map in Fig. 30 , several experimental cases have been carried out, which are also marked as purple squares and green diamonds in Fig. 30 . In the first case group (purple squares), ω c is 700 × 2π rad/s and ω v is 170 × 2π rad/s, while ω f f v has four different values: 200 × 2π (Case 1), 1000 × 2π (Case 2), 800 × 2π (Case 3), and 600 × 2π rad/s (Case 4). Fig. 34 shows the experimental waveforms of the phase-A currents of G2, G4, L7, and L9 in the two-area system when ω f f v changes from 200 × 2π to 1000 × 2π rad/s. It can be seen that the system changes from a stable state to an unstable state, which verifies the stability analysis in Section III. Fig. 35(a) and (b) displays the experimental results of the system in the unstable state when ω f f v is 800 × 2π and 600 × 2π rad/s, respectively, which verifies the parameter design results shown in Fig. 30 .
In the second case group (green diamonds), ω v is 170 × 2π rad/s and ω f f v is 200 × 2π rad/s, while ω c has two different values: 1000 × 2π (Case 5) and 200 × 2π rad/s (Case 6). Fig. 36 illustrates the experimental results when ω c changes from 1000 × 2π to 200 × 2π rad/s. The system changes from a stable state to an unstable state, which verifies the parameter design results shown in Fig. 30 .
C. Design Verification of the Parameter Pair (ω v and ω c )
Additional four experimental cases, marked as purple squares in Fig. 32 , have been performed to verify the design results of the parameter pair (ω v and ω c ) presented in the parameter maps in Fig. 32 . In the first case group, ω v is 200 × 2π rad/s and ω f f v is 100 × 2π rad/s, while ω c changes from 300 × 2π (Case 7) to 200 × 2π rad/s (Case 8). The experimental results presented in Fig. 37(a) show that the system changes from a stable state to an unstable state, which verifies the parameter design results shown in Fig. 32(a) . In the second case group, ω v is still 200 × 2π rad/s, but ω f f v is changed to 200 × 2π rad/s, while ω c changes from 600 × 2π (Case 9) to 300 × 2π rad/s (Case 10). As illustrated in Fig. 37(b) , the system changes from a stable state to an unstable state, which verifies the parameter design results shown in Fig. 32(b) .
D. Verification of the Meshed System
The experimental platform has been reconfigured as the meshed system as depicted in Fig. 25 . Case 11 and Case 12 have been verified in experiments. Fig. 38 shows the phase-A currents of inverters G1, G3, and L2 in the meshed system. It can be seen that the system changes from a stable state to an unstable state when the parameter ω f f v changes from 200 × 2π rad/s in Case 11 to 1000 × 2π rad/s in Case 12.
E. Resonance Frequencies in Unstable Cases
When the system transits from a stable state to an unstable state, initially the dq currents have small diverging oscillations around the operating points. Then, similar to the phenomenon presented in [32] , large diverging currents make the system reach the saturation state with restricted current oscillation magnitudes due to the saturation of controller outputs, so the Table VIII . The differences between the major resonance frequencies in the initial states in simulation and the resonance frequencies in the analysis results are mostly within ±15 Hz, while the differences between the major resonance frequencies in the saturation states in both simulation and experiments and the resonance frequencies in the analysis results are mostly within ±25 Hz. In summary, the experimental results have verified the stability analysis methods described in Section III and the controller parameter design results presented in Section IV.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, two sequence-impedance-based methods for harmonic stability analysis of three-phase inverter-based multibus ac power systems have been proposed to avoid the examination of RHP poles of impedance ratios and reduce the computation effort, as compared with the existing stability analysis method using the Nyquist stability criterion once. The proposed methods also enable the system harmonic stability assessment using only measured sequence impedances of components, without the need for detailed internal control information of them.
The novelty of the proposed Method 1 is: 1) all the major connection types and the meshed connection are summarized, regarding the stability criteria and total equivalent terminal characteristics; 2) a sequential procedure of applying stability criteria to the harmonic stability analysis of general inverterbased multiarea ac systems is proposed to avoid the RHP pole calculation; and 3) the proposed Method 1 is applicable to the harmonic stability analysis of any ac systems, which are composed of both current-controlled and voltage-controlled inverters with any structures including all the major connection types and meshed connections.
The novelty of the proposed Method 2 is: 1) the underlying principle of the impedance-based stability analysis using Cauchy's theorem is clearly identified; 2) the proposed Method 2 is a generalized extension of the impedance-sum-type criterion to be used for the harmonic stability analysis of any multibus ac systems based on Cauchy's theorem; and 3) the approach of using Bode plots in the positive frequency range with the consideration of the order difference between the numerator and denominator to determine the encirclement of the origin point (0, j0) is demonstrated.
Thanks to the low computation burden, the inverter controller parameters of multibus ac systems can be designed by repetitively applying the proposed harmonic stability methods, and presented as stability regions in the parameter space. The proposed analysis and design methods are verified by experiments of a two-area system and a meshed system with both voltagecontrolled and current-controlled inverters.
